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Disclaimer
This presentation has been prepared by Aquirian Limited(“Aquirian”). This
document contains summary information about Aquirian, and its subsidiaries and
activities, which is current at the date of this presentation. This presentation is
general in nature and does not purport to be complete or contain all the
information which a prospective investor may require in evaluating a possible
investment in Aquirian or that would be required in a prospectus prepared in
accordance with the Corporations Act. Recipients should conduct their own
investigations and perform their own analysis of Aquirian, and its subsidiaries and
activities, in order to satisfy themselves as to the accuracy and completeness of
the information, statements and opinions contained in this presentation.
This presentation is not a prospectus, product disclosure statement or other
offering document under Australian law (and will not be lodged with ASIC) or
any other law or jurisdiction. This presentation is for information purposes only
and is not an invitation or offer of securities for subscription, purchase or sale in
any jurisdiction. This presentation does not constitute investment advice and has
been prepared without taking into account a recipient’s particular investment
objectives, financial circumstances or needs. The opinions and
recommendations in this presentation are not intended to represent
recommendations of particular investments to particular persons. Aquirian is not
licensed to provide financial advice in respect of the securities of Aquirian. All
securities involve risks which include (among others) the risk of adverse or
unanticipated market, financial or political developments. Before making any
investment decision, recipients should seek professional advice, including
financial, legal, tax and accounting advice.

To the fullest extent permitted by law, Aquirian, its officers, employees, agents
and advisors: (a) do not make any representation or warranty, express or implied,
as to the currency, accuracy, reliability or completeness of any information,
statements, opinions, estimates, forecasts or other representations contained in
this presentation; and (b) exclude and disclaim all responsibility or liability
incurred by the recipient as a result of the information in this presentation being
inaccurate or incomplete in any way for any reason, whether by negligence or
otherwise.
This presentation may include forward-looking statements, including forecasts.
Forward-looking statements are not guarantees or predictions of future
performance. They are subject to known and unknown risks and uncertainties
which are outside the control of Aquirian, and may involve significant elements
of subjective judgment and assumptions as to future events which may or may
not be correct. Accordingly, actual values, results or events may be materially
different to those expressed or implied in this presentation. Given these
uncertainties, recipients are cautioned not to place reliance on forward-looking
statements. Any forward-looking statements in this presentation are based on
information available to Aquirian as at the date of issue of this presentation.
Subject to any continuing obligations under applicable law, Aquirian does not
undertake any obligation to update or revise any information or any of the
forward-looking statements in this presentation or any changes in events,
conditions or circumstances on which any such forward looking statement is
based.
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Transaction Summary
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Transaction Summary
Aquirian’s acquisition of Cybem Mechanical Services will immediately increase and diversify earnings, while
enhancing the Group’s maintenance capabilities and expanding its service offering to new and existing clients
Transaction Overview

Strategic Rationale

Funding

Positive Outlook

Aquirian subsidiary Cybem
Services Pty Ltd to acquire the
business and assets of Cybem
Mechanical Pty Ltd (Cybem)
on a cash free / debt free
basis

Aligned with corporate
strategy to expand fleet
service offering, diversify
customer base and
significantly increase
earnings in Western
Australia

Acquisition to be 100% debt
funded through a new five (5)
year facility with National
Australia Bank (NAB); Aquirian
will remain in a positive net
cash position on completion

Acquisition is in line with the
Group’s stated strategy to
grow fleet capability and
services, and increase
earnings, with a focus of
positioning Aquirian as a
leading provider in the market

Enterprise value of $3 million
which includes $1.5 million of
plant & equipment, represents
an implied acquisition multiple
of ~2.89 x Cybem EBITDA*,
before integration costs and
potential synergies

Provides maintenance and
component rebuild
expertise to reduce supply
risk, and broaden Aquirian's
customer value offering

An increase to the Company’s
equipment financing facility
with NAB will occur
simultaneously with the
acquisition debt, increasing
the facility to $7.5 million from
$5 million currently

Enables the development of
new customer value
propositions including the
potential for fully maintained
fleet offerings

*EBITDA refers to earnings before interest costs, taxation, depreciation and amortisation costs, based on historical unaudited CYBEM EBITDA averaged over the last 4 years ending in FY21(30 June)
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Pro Forma Transaction Impact
Cybem Mechanical Services has averaged ~$9.5 million revenue and ~$1 million EBITDA1 over the last four (4)
years (ending FY21). Transaction is expected to be accretive on an earnings per share basis by >20%3

PRO FORMA FY22 EBITDA1,5

Cybem3
28.8%

PRO FORMA FY 22 REVENUE5

Total:
A$3.5 m

Aquirian4
71.2%

Cybem3
39.5%

Total:
A$24.0 m

Aquirian2
60.5%

1 EBITDA refers to earnings before interest costs, taxation, depreciation and amortisation costs
2 Aquirian Limited’s revenue is based on the lower limit of current market full year revenue guidance
3 Cybem financials assumptions are based on unaudited average financial results over the last 4 completed financial years ending FY21, this is a historical comparison and not provided as a forecast for the integrated business
4 Aquirian Limited’s EBITDA full year FY22 guidance is based on lower limit of current market revenue guidance multiplied by 3rd Quarter YTD EBITDA % of revenue
5 Charts are provided as an example of the potential results inclusive of the Cybem acquisition for Aquirian, using Cybem unaudited average financial results over the last 4 years (ending FY21)
PLEASE NOTE Financial impact of acquisition for Aquirian Limited for FY22 will include only Cybem’ s Quarter 4 results
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Compelling Acquisition
Aquirian’s acquisition of Cybem Mechanical Services will immediately increase and diversify earnings, while
enhancing the Group’s maintenance capabilities and expanding its service offering to new and existing clients
Improved market
position and
customer value
proposition

✓

Aquirian's customer value proposition is enhanced by improving maintenance capability and capacity

✓

Introduces the opportunity to commence fully maintained equipment offerings in Western Australia

✓

Addition of experienced and industry-respected management, maintenance and service team

✓

Cybem’s top 4 existing customers are all existing customers of the Aquirian Group allowing further cross pollination
across the combined Group

✓

Enhanced
maintenance
capabilities

Industry
demand and
diversification

In-house maintenance expertise to ensure Aquirian maintains access to resources, rebuild times and inventory

shortages in what remains a tightening market, directly supporting the Company’s asset management strategy
✓

Maintenance services and asset rebuild offerings to external customers provide the Group with a low-capital
intensive pathway for ongoing revenue growth

✓

Strategic workshop facilities with experienced internal asset rebuild capabilities

✓

Aquirian and Cybem are experiencing strong demand for equipment rental, maintenance and field services

✓

Lead times for equipment have continued to increase over the last 12 months, with supply chain constraints caused
by COVID-19 – as a result, the market has seen an increased demand for rebuild work, in particular

✓

Acquisition provides industry-recognised maintenance capability, ensuring security of supply for Aquirian's fleet

✓

Strengthens and diversifies Aquirian's customer base

✓

Expands and strengthens Aquirian's presence in the Western Australian equipment market.
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Acquisition Overview
Strategic acquisition aligned with Aquirian’s growing capability of equipment manufacture and rental
Overview of
Cybem
Mechanical
Services

Key Metrics

Key Condition &
Retention Shares

✓

Cybem Mechanical Services was established in 2005 and has built a reputation as a trusted provider of on-site

labour support, field service and mechanical repair services nationally
✓

Cybem has existing long term relationships across numerous projects in Western Australia

✓

Cybem is strategically located in Perth & Kalgoorlie, bolstering Aquirian's capabilities in these growth markets

✓

Experienced and industry-respected management team

✓

Implied transaction multiple of ~2.89x, before integration costs and potential synergies

✓

Increase in Aquirian’s total headcount across the Group to ~100 employees

✓

Effective date 1 April 2022, with all benefit and risk passing to Aquirian on this date, upon completion

✓

Aquirian will remain in a positive net cash position on completion**

✓

Acquisition is conditional on management and employees entering into employment agreements with Aquirian

✓

Completion is expected to occur by the end of May 2022

✓

Total number of Retention Shares is equal to $A500,000 divided by the VWAP* of the shares on the ASX during the
five (5) ASX trading day period ending on the last trading day immediately preceding the Completion Date

✓

The Retention Shares will be split and issued in three (3) equal tranches each 12 months from the Effective date
subject to the existing Managing Director of the vendor remaining employed with the business on that date

*volume weighted average price

** assessed against cash position outlined in Q3 quarterly report against acquisition debt at completion.
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Combined Group
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An innovative and evolving company structure

Mining
Services

People
Services

Technology
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Consistent innovation, development and growth
FY2022 &
beyond

FY2021

FY2020

FY2019

FY2018

• Aquirian lists on the ASX
• CK Guide Tube™ on track rigs with a
view to mechanisation
• Collar Keeper® System commercialised
• Cybem Mechanical Services aquired in
May ‘22, enhancing the Group’s
maintenance capabilities and
expanding the Group’s service offering
to new and existing clients

MagLok acquired in October ‘20 – exposure
to defence & gain manufacturing capability
Collar Keeper® System development

Modular Training aquiried in Nov ‘19 increased
Group capabilities and improved customer offering

TBS Workforce founded to support existing customers and
expand the Group’s reach into new customers & markets
Collar Keeper® developed late CY2017

TBS Mining Solutions founded, focus on consulting and equipment rental
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Company Highlights
Aquirian’s acquisition of Cybem Mechanical Services will immediately increase and diversify earnings, while
enhancing the Group’s maintenance capabilities and expanding its service offering to new and existing clients
Aquirian is a profitable and rapidly growing mining services provider with growth potential in all business units,
enhanced by the acquisition of Cybem
Cybem expands the service offering to the Company's top tier client base across the resources and mining
industry
On completion of the acquisition of Cybem, the Company’s balance sheet will remain strong maintaining a net
cash position
Group management capability and experience enhanced with the addition of the industry-recognised Cybem
team
Management continues to monitor additional strategic opportunities across the Group's portfolio
Acquisition is expected to be accretive on an earnings per share basis by >20%1

1 Using Cybem unaudited average financial results over the last 4 years (ending FY21)
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Contacts
David Kelly
Aquirian Limited
david.kelly@aquirian.com
0408 223 370
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